
Hello, my name is Adam Bayard and I purchased a home on Sopok Road in Taghkanic last
summer. A little about me: I bought the house with my fiance, Rachel, and my soon to be
brother-in-law, Jordan and his wife, Anna. We bought it together as a family, with the goal of
having a place we could share and spend time together for years to come, hosting our own
parents and extended families there. We had talked about buying property upstate for many
years, but found our house by chance and couldn’t be happier. We adore the town of West
Taghkanic. We love our neighbors and Jojo’s and the West Taghkanic Diner. We feel so
lucky to be a part of this lovely community.

It would be great, and certainly simpler, if we didn’t have to rent out the house sometimes in
order to pay our mortgage, but we’re not in a financial position to do that just yet. Hosting
guests allows us to enjoy and take good care of the property, and begin to put down roots in
a place where we hope we can someday live full-time.

We appreciate and completely understand the effort being put into protecting this community
that we love so much. But after reading through the executive summary and proposed
regulations, we’d like to address some assumptions and concerns about STR hosts.

1) Interest in the community

I’d first like to address these sentences: {With increasing STRs, it is not possible to}
“Maintain a sense of community and to protect the area’s rural character.” and “...properties
belonging to absentee owners engaging in short-term rentals entirely as a business venture,
with little interest or investment in the community.”

Since we became “seasonal” residents on Sopok Road in September 2020, we have
developed an incredibly tight-knit Taghkanic community, one that feels like family. Although
we rent out our property sometimes during the year so we can afford it now and eventually
live here full-time, we try to make it up to the house at least once every month or so. When
we do, we spend the majority of time with the friends we’ve made on Sopok Road and within
Columbia County. It’s rare to have a night when we aren’t hosting people at our house or
chatting around a fire in our neighbors’ backyards.

We are deeply invested in the community, not just with our money, but with our time and
relationships. It’s important to us as well that the character of the community remains stable
— it’s the reason we bought a house here.

When people come to visit us, we have a pizza party where we order from Jojo’s, we get
breakfast at the West Taghkanic Diner, and we shop at Green Acres and Taconic Orchards.
We also encourage our guests to do the same. We furnished the house almost exclusively
from local estate sales and vintage stores. We and our guests have had nothing but positive
experiences meeting our neighbors and participating in the local economy. Jordan is also
registered to vote in this area and I plan to register as well so we can vote in local elections.

2) Impact on the community

There are some statements in the documents alluding to “negative impacts of loss of
affordable housing, inflated real estate values from commercial use of residential property.”



Is there any data showing the impact on real estate prices or affordable housing from STRs,
separate from pure weekenders?

There also seems to be a concern about the renters themselves. I can assure you that we
heavily vet our prospective guests, only approving those with multiple positive reviews from
other hosts. We have turned down multiple inquiries due to lack of history or concern over
how our house will be used. We have strict rules that forbid parties or disturbances of any
kind, including additional guests beyond the 7 people that the house can safely sleep. We
haven’t received any negative feedback — in fact, our neighbors and local contractors have
only remarked positively about how nice, respectful, and engaging the guests tend to be.
Most of our guests are quiet small families or small groups of friends who simply want to
enjoy and participate in the town’s beauty and charm. Many of them have expressed a
desire to come back and spend more time in the area.

3) Proposed regulations

We also think some common-sense regulation makes sense, and we are happy to comply
with reasonable rules and pay our fair share. We are more than committed to providing a
safe and positive rental experience for both STR guests and the local community, as we
have done for the past year plus.

However, the current proposal and executive summary don’t establish any firm data points
demonstrating harm to the community from STRs, nor do they explain the benefits of the
proposed regulations.

There are concerns about safety, which is understandable, but is there any data showing
what percentage of STRs don’t comply with local safety and health standards? The rental
platforms require extensive health and safety compliance. Hosts also receive public
feedback about their properties, making it more likely that STRs are up to date and
compliant than others.

Our request is that the regulations are revised extensively, with proper input from local STR
owners, to better protect local businesses and livelihoods. Some examples:

- Revamp of the permitting process. Responsible ownership could be validated by
confirming property and liability insurance coverage — moving the burden of
inspection onto an entity already doing it and freeing up local resources.

- Remove the Designated Local Host Clause. We do not live within the proposed
radius, however, that doesn’t mean we aren’t responsive and responsible. We are a
short 2-hour drive away in New York City. On the rare occasion that there’s an urgent
house-related issue that requires our attention, we have driven up in the middle of
the night to address it.  A pipe broke and our house lost water while a guest was
staying there, and we had a plumber on site within an hour. We are able to monitor
and manage our heat, security system, fire safety system, carbon monoxide
detectors, and basement flooding prevention system digitally and check in on the
house daily. This home is incredibly important to us — the responsibility of a
homeowner and STR renter is not taken lightly.



- Removal of the residency requirement. This is an undue burden, especially since
we are already paying local taxes, and as demonstrated above, are an engaged part
of the community.

The beginning of the executive summary mentions that STRs have a positive impact on the
economy and create jobs. However, based on its conclusions, it does not seem like this was
an important factor taken into consideration in the creation of the STR regulations. If the
regulations outlined go into effect as proposed, we will not be able to afford the home we
have come to love so deeply and we will no longer be a part of a community in which we are
heavily invested. Additionally, we won’t be able to share this amazing part of the Hudson
Valley with our family and friends. We will also have to let go of our local contractors,
maintenance teams, cleaning services and pest controllers, many of whom we now count as
friends as well.

All that said, we thank you for the time you’ve put into this and for working together with us
on a solution that works for all members of the Taghkanic community. It’s clear you care
deeply for the town, and we hope you see that we do as well.


